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Introduction

《Hypothesis》

Playing the "Nuclear Abolition Card Game" will 
increase awareness and knowledge of nuclear issues.

《What we insist on》
・Knowledge about nuclear weapons
・The current situation in the world



Analysis #1 (Concerns and interests)

Before playing the game
the average ratio of interest
3.615

After playing the game
the average ratio of 
interest 4.295

More people become more interested?
It let people to talk about nuclear.

(Q1  How much are you interested in nuclear?)　



(Q2 　Please raise keywords you know about nuclear) (ideally at least 5)

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

　　　　　　　　　　　　　 　⬇
Interest in nuclear weapons was on the raise, and minute answers were given 
for keywords, such as treaties and principles.



Analysis#2 (knowledge)

(Q3 Where did  you learn about nuclear weapons?)
1st school 94.6%　 2nd Internet 48.2%　 3rd TV 46.4%

　　　　　　　　　　　

　　　　　　　　　　　

Almost students understood about the nuke  in their school. 

Half of students have searched nuke by themselves.



Analysis#2 (knowledge)

(Q4 Where and which do you want to learn about nuclear weapons 
at the first time, school or game?)

             questionnaire after the game shows:

　　　　game 86.1%　　　 school etc.14.3%

　What is the each features school and this game?
➜We have to listen to our teachers on one sidedly  in the classes.
　We can learn about the nuke aggressively by ourselves.



Analysis#3(Treaties)

(Q5. Do you know anything about treaties?
 Please check all the treaties you know.) 

A. before 1.91 ➜ after 2.56: change in number 0.65

➜No more people who don’t know or have no knowledge 

Q. Treaties that per person know.



Conclusion

Improved awareness and knowledge of nuclear issues

➜ Understand the position of countries
　・Better understanding of actions and decisions    　　
taken by world leaders
　・I can understand what we should do to abolish            　　
nuclear weapons.



Proposal

1.  Playing this game in classes as a material 
　　　　　　

➡Students can effectively learn various 
things about nuclear such as treaties. (from 
Q3,Q4)



Proposal

2. Making levels in this game (elementary, 
intermediate, and advanced)

➜ By playing this game on appropriate level for 
each knowledge and willingness, players' 
knowledge and consciousness about nuclear 
would be improved. 

 



Proposal

3. Playing this game online
                                 
➜ In the current society which many 
people use Internet, they can gain some 
knowledge about nuclear  with enjoying if 
this game could be played online.
 



Thank you 
for your attention ♪


